Honest to goodness

Trading places

Caffeine may be just the ticket when
it comes to moral preservation.
INSIDE

One nurse made the move from working
in hospitals to designing them.
INSIDE

Talk tactics
Can an 18-minute speech really change a
career? At TED, it seems so, writes Sue White.

hen self-confessed
introvert Rachel
Botsman stood up on a
TEDx stage in Sydney
four years ago to talk
about collaborative consumption, she
had no idea what she was starting.
‘‘I’d written a book [as] entrepreneurs
and companies like Zipcar, eBay and
Airbnb didn’t really know how they were
connected ... I hadn’t thought about
giving speeches, as I hadn’t done it
before. [Instead] I was interested in an
audience reaction to ideas that I thought
made sense,’’ she says.
‘‘I wanted to test whether I had joined
the dots in a way that had connected
with people.’’
At just 18 minutes, her speech met the
strict criteria of a speaking platform that
is dedicated to spreading ideas. But,
more importantly, her TED speech also
gave keen listeners a movement (and a
label) to identify with.
‘‘Once people could see how these
ideas were similar across sectors, it had
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a massive tipping effect,’’ she says.
As many other TED speakers have
found, TED talks not only boost ideas,
but boost careers. As a result, Botsman
was invited to speak about collaborative
consumption everywhere from Google to
the World Economic Forum and
Number 10 Downing Street. She also
began receiving emails from
entrepreneurs across the world.
‘‘The idea had traction with so many
different groups. Governments began
saying, ‘This is a way to reimagine how
we deliver public services’, and business
leaders said, ‘Maybe this is a way to
reimagine the future of a dying car
business’. What was hugely exciting was
that the speech connected for lots of
different people,’’ she says.
Botsman is not the only one who has
found the unique speaking forum has
changed a workplace. As founder of the
world’s ﬁrst micro-insurance fund,
LeapFrog, Andy Kuper’s big idea was
already doing inarguably well from the
early days. Before he took to the stage at

Starting
something big:
Rachel Botsman’s
TEDxSydney talk,
The Case for
Collaborative
Consumption,
opened doors
across the globe
for her.

TEDxSydney in 2010 Kuper had raised
$135 million for the fund, which insures
those in low-income markets, and had
spoken widely. He’d even shared the
stage with former United States
president Bill Clinton, who launched
LeapFrog.
‘‘I give lots of talks in signiﬁcant
forums, but a TED talk is very ideasdriven and informal. It allows you to tell
the story of your organisation, and your
own story, as a narrative around the
moments of insight,’’ he says.
The payoff for Kuper, and LeapFrog,
came in recruitment.
‘‘Almost everyone we interviewed for
jobs [after the talk] had viewed it. I think
it increased the number of applicants;
they’d wanted a sense of the people and
ideas behind the business,’’ he says.
There is now even a book on speaking
at TED – How to deliver a TED talk:
Secrets of the world’s most inspiring
presentations (although it’s not an ofﬁcial
book, it’s written by Jeremey Donovan, a
TEDx organiser and speaker). But

there’s also a TED talk for that, too. The
Australian licence-holder for
TEDxSydney, Remo Guiffre, says those
wanting advice and tips should head to
Chris Anderson’s TED talk: What makes
a great talk, great, or Nancy Duarte’s The
secret structure of great talks.
So what does make a good
presentation, at TED or otherwise?
‘‘First, the audience has to understand
your motivation and passion,’’ says
Botsman. ‘‘If they don’t connect with
why you, as a person, are giving the talk,
it feels disconnected.
‘‘Second, pick the one thing you want
people to remember. It can be a feeling,
or one story; thinking how it sticks in the
audience’s mind is very important.
‘‘Thirdly, make it human. I storytell
and bring examples, while some people
are very good at bringing emotion to a
talk so people can relate.’’
TEDxSydney is on at the Sydney Opera
House on April 26, with satellite events
across the country on the same day.

